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Summary. AMBER is the first near infrared focal instrument of the VLTI. It com-
bines three telescopes and produces spectrally resolved interferometric measures.
This paper discusses some preliminary results of the first scientific observations of
AMBER with three Unit Telescopes at medium (1500) and high (12000) spectral
resolution. We derive a first set of constraints on the structure of the circumstellar
material around the Wolf Rayet γ2 Velorum and the LBV η Carinae.
1 Introduction
A feature common to many hot and massive stars is a complex circumstellar enve-
lope revealed by strong emission lines in the spectrum and excesses in the contin-
uum Spectral Energy Distribution (SED). The classical Be star κ Canis Majoris,
the brightest Wolf Rayet γ2 Velorum and the more than famous Luminous Blue
Variable η Carinae were among the first medium spectral resolution AMBER Guar-
anteed Time Targets.
These stars belong to fairly different classes, with, to make it short, specific
evolution stages, extremely different mass loss rates (respectively about 10−9, 10−5
and 10−3M⊙/y), different envelope densities, opacities and chemical compositions.
However, they raise variants of common questions. What are the exact mass
loss rates, since their computation requires a model of the envelope geometry? Can
we discriminate from the contribution of dust and of free-free emission of gas to the
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continuum spectrum? Are they mechanisms allowing dust to be present closer to
the star than the expected sublimation radius? What are the relative contributions
of radiation pressure and stellar rotation to the production and shaping of the
envelope? Can we confirm that the radiation pressures show very strong variations
with latitude, in particular with the recently renewed importance of the Von Zeipel
effect increasing the apparent gravitation and radiation pressure near the poles of
fast rotators? Are the stars close enough to critical velocity for this to be the main
explanation for mass loss and even for variability through a rotational instability
mechanism? Do we have to look into stellar activity producing local perturbations
of the velocity field and/or of the radiation pressure? Are there other eruption
mechanisms? Is the envelope completely shaped by the emission mechanisms (wind,
rotation, kinetic momentum transfer) or is it severely perturbed by other sources
such as binarity, which is of course decisive for γ2 Velorum but also suspected to
be important for η Carinae. In the influence of the companion on the circumstellar
material what is the part of gravitation and this of the companions own stellar wind
and can we see a wind-wind interaction zone? It is now quite clear that spherically
symmetric models are outdated but can we still hold on central symmetric ones,
eventually moderately perturbed?
It seems that a full answer to these questions would require full images of the
targets in the continuum as well as in many narrow spectral channels in many
different emissions lines, allowing to derive intensity maps and velocity fields at
different optical depths. In principle, AMBER is able to produce such color images
in the near infrared thanks to its three telescopes beam combiner feeding a medium
(R=1500) and high (R=12000) resolution spectrograph. They are the goal of long
term programs of AMBER which will require a very large number of observations
with the Auxiliary 1.8 meter telescopes. In the meantime, we decided that these
objects are an excellent test case for one of the main bets behind the conception of
the ”only three telescopes but ambitious spectrograph” AMBER instrument. Since
such most studied candidates are already fairly constrained by multi wavelength
(from X to far IR) spectro-photometry, high resolution spectroscopy, larger scale
imaging, polarimetry and often interferometry without spectral resolution, then
a small number of interferometric measures simultaneously in a large number of
spectral channels, should allow decisive breakthroughs. What we have measured is
very little information compared to full color images but it also multiplies purely
spectroscopic information by at least a factor 8.
In the following, we give a first insight of our very preliminary understanding
of the first AMBER measures made on these stars.
2 AMBER observations
AMBER is a three beams near infrared VLTI focal instrument producing dispersed
fringes with spectral resolutions 35, 1500 and 12000 [1]. This paper refers to medium
and high spectral resolution observations made in the K band. Figure 1 displays
an example of the individual image detected by the AMBER detector, with left
to right the photometric 1 and 2 channels, then the interferometric one and the
photometry of the third beam, all dispersed in the vertical direction. One can see a
three telescopes fringe pattern in the interferometric channel and the Brγ emission
line crossing all spectra horizontally. The figure also describes the work channel and
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the reference channel. AMBER measures the stellar spectra, the absolute visibility
in each channel, the differential visibility which makes sense even when the absolute
visibility is poorly calibrated, the differential phase and the closure phase. These
quantities can be interpreted in an unique manner only if we have a good u-v
coverage. However, it can be remembered that the visibility is related to the angular
scale in λ/Bi units in the direction of the baseline Bi. The differential phase gives
an idea of the position of the object photocenter in the direction of the baseline Bi
in the spectral channel λ . This is particularly true when the phase is smaller than
1 radian. The closure phase is a measure of the asymmetry of the source: central
symmetric or unresolved sources have a zero closure phase. These generalities can
be wrong in an infinity of particular cases in which they are wrong, but they still
are quite useful for a first interpretation and initial orientation of the model fitting.
Fig. 1. AMBER typical bright star, three telescopes, medium spectral resolution image and
AMBER measures.
For bright sources we currently can guarantee an absolute visibility accuracy
ranging between 0.03 and 0.06 and differential visibility and phase smaller than
0.01 (visibility units and radians respectively). The closure phase is usually sub-
stantially more noisy than the added individual phases, because the probability
to have simultaneously three good fringe patterns is quite low in the currently
vibration dominated VLTI.
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3 The Wolf Rayet star γ2 Velorum
We observed the brightest Wolf Rayet γ2 Velorum in a set of spectral windows
in the K band from 1.95 to 2.17 µm. This star have been very extensively ob-
served by spectroscopy, polarimetry and intensity interferometry [3] and is known
to be a SB2 spectroscopic binary system (WC8+O7.5III) with period 78.53 days,
(a1 + a2) sin i = 164.106 Km, eccentricity =0.326. The inclination i=63 ± 5deg
is fairly tightly constrained by intensity interferometry and polarimetry [2]. The
Hipparcos distance is 258 ± 40 pc and there is a not completely closed contro-
versy with pre-Hipparcos spectro-photometric estimations which were around 400
pc. After constraining again the orbit and the distance by a new interferometric
measurement the main goal was to find out where is the circumstellar material in
the system. The individual stars should be too small to be resolved (less than 0.5
mas) even if the W.R. seems larger because of the optically thick wind. However,
we can expect some amount of dust in the system even if SED fits indicate that
this should not yield more than 10% of the total flux. We also expect some gas con-
centrated in the zone where the radiation pressure of the two stars are comparable.
This wind-wind zone can contribute to the emission lines but also to the continuum
through a free-free emission. The results are displayed if figure 2 with, clockwise
from the upper left corner: the spectrum, showing many carbon and helium emis-
sion lines, the closure phase, the differential phases and the visibilities as a function
of wavelength. The main spectral features are indicated in the spectrum, which is
dominated by two strong emission groups at 2.079 m (CIV ) and 2.11 (HeI) both
strongly blended. The closure phase is of the order of 1 radian in the ”continuum”
channels and shows very strong variations in the emission lines. So does the dif-
ferential phases, which are set to a zero average in each observing window by the
definition of the reference channel, but which very strongly vary in the lines. To fit
the measurements, we are performing the following steps:
– Try to find the binary parameters in ”continuum” channels. This failed even
with increased error bars. A solution is to introduce a faint Resolved Component
(RC), contributing to 15% of the total flux Then we have a very good fit.
– Use models of the component spectra, derived from spectroscopic observations
[4], to further constrain the binary parameters. This is what is represented in
figure 2 and yields the parameter which are discussed below. Remarkably, we
find similar binary and RC parameters in the continuum and in the lines.
– Improve the fit by changing the WR spectrum. Actually we will derive the
best possible WR spectrum knowing the parameters of the binary. This step
is currently under progress and improves the fit of the closure and differential
phases. From the observation of figure 2, it already appears that the phases
are well fitted where the WR spectrum reconstruction is coherent, for example
around the CIV 2.079 µm line, and wrong where the intensity of the WR line
is incorrect as it can be seen in the spectrum near 2.112 µm. However, it is
also clear that a change of the component spectra cannot explain the sharp
variation in visibility which can be seen for example for the UT3-UT4 baseline
at 2.053, 2.081, 2.108 and 2.12 µm,. The strong visibility variations reveal small
scale structures, possibly with large radial velocities since they seem to be in
the wings of the C IV and He I lines. We believe that this is the signature of
circumstellar material concentrated near the wind-wind collision zone.
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Fig. 2. AMBER observations of γ2V elorum. The vertical lines show the limit of the ob-
serving spectral windows. The spectrum displays from top to bottom: the calibrated normalized
spectrum (full line), the best fit (dashed line), the WC8 component model spectrum, the O7III
component model spectrum and the Resolved Component flat contribution. In the visibility fig-
ure we have V (top) for UT2-UT3, V-0.5 (middle) for UT3-UT4 and V-1 (bottom) for UT2-UT4.
The small error bars are for differential visibility accuracy and the large ones are from the ex-
ternal calibration uncertainty. For the differential phases we have ∆φ for UT2-UT3, ∆φ− 1 for
UT3-UT4 and ∆φ − 2 for UT3-UT4. In all cases, the full line represents measures or inputs to
the model and the dashed line is for the best fit with a binary.
– Constrain the geometry and kinematics of the wind-wind zone by fitting the
visibility, closure and differential phase residuals left after the best binary fit.
These residuals are 3 to 5 times larger than the differential error bars. First, we
will try to introduce in each spectral channel a Gaussian ”cloud” whose size,
intensity and position might materialize the corresponding isovelocity wind-
wind region. Second, we will use the supposedly known geometry of the wind
region around the axis joining the two stars to have a fit with less parameters.
– From the geometry of the wind region, we can derive its contribution to the
continuum spectrum. Then, we will discriminate dust and gas contributions to
the continuum and repeat all the process.
– Eventually, all this relatively simple mix of geometrical constraints on physical
parameters might yield a global model of the system, whose parameters will
again be evaluated from the measures.
The best global fit is obtained for the binary and resolved (RC) component param-
eters given in table 1. This has to be compared with the ρ = 5mas and θ = 161deg
expected from the spectroscopic binary and the Hipparcos distance. The new value
of the separation can be explained by an error on the inclination sin i and/or on the
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Table 1. Parameters of the γ2 Vel binary system
separation ρ . position angle . flux ratio . resolved component .
3.6 ± 0.03mas 165± 5 deg 0.6 ± 0.1 0.14± 0.04
parallax. Since sin i seems much better constrained, our results yields a parallax of
348± 50pc which is compatible both with the Hipparcos estimate (we are at 2.2 σ)
and with the pre-Hipparcos spectro-photometry.
4 The Luminous Blue Variable η Carinae
The Luminous Blue Variable η Carinae, most luminous star known in our Galaxy,
is one of the best studied and maybe less understood massive stars. It is the source
of the spectacular Homunculus nebulae, produced by a maybe 10 solar masses
outburst in 1840. A second massive outburst occurred in 1890 and produced a
second nebulae which seems to be an embedded smaller replica of the first one.
The reason for the outburst remains unknown but many attempts are being made
to connect the shapes of the present day stellar wind and the nebulae general
geometry. After indications from the HST Imaging Spectrograph, the first VLTI
observations with VINCI strongly indicated that the stellar wind appears elongated
in the nebulae axial direction which is also believed to be the stellar rotation axis.
This is compatible with a radiation pressure substantially increased near the poles
by a Von Zeipel effect. Our goal was to extend the VINCI observations by adding
spectral resolution to the interferometric measures in order to constrain the velocity
field.
One of the main difficulties in observing η Car with single mode fiber instru-
ments such as AMBER or VINCI is that the fibers collect information from an
extended patch of the sky. In the case of VINCI siderostats, an array of about 1.4
arc second contribute to the interferogram. Images from the NACO adaptive optics
(resolution 50 to 100 mas) have been used to find out what fraction of the collected
flux can actually contribute to the fringes (i.e. is produced in an array smaller than
10 to 50 mas). This allowed to estimate that the central source contains 57% of the
flux. When it was assumed that the remaining 43% are completely resolved by the
interferometer, the resulting visibilities show a smooth variation with the position
angle of the baseline. This is interpreted as a present day wind shape elongated
exactly along the axis of the nebulae, with a ratio of 1.25 between the projected
major and minor axes.
The first result of the AMBER 3 UT measurements is that closure phase is
zero (within the 0.05 radians accuracy) in the continuum for all observing times,
covering a fairly large range of hour angles. This is a good confirmation that at least
in the continuum the object is well represented by a central symmetric structure
such as the Gaussian ellipsoid.
The UTs inject in AMBER fibers the light coming from about 70 mas. We
first assumed that AMBER signal would be completely dominated by the central
stellar wind. Figure 3a shows the AMBER measures (triangles), each visibility point
converted in the FWHM of a Gaussian. The dashed line shows the Van Boekel
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et al. Vinci fit [5]. The AMBER points are not compatible with the VINCI fit
and show strong variations of Gaussian FWHM with small variations of position
angle. If we assume that AMBER data has been contaminated by a fraction of
light for an interferometrically resolved source, then it is possible to eliminate the
strong variations of FWHM with PA. The remarkable point is that we then obtain
a structure elongated exactly in the same direction and with the almost the same
major to minor axis ratio than from VINCI. Figure 3b shows the AMBER measures
corrected assuming that the flux ratio between the resolved and central structures
is 0.45 (i.e. the resolved structure contributes to 31% of the total flux instead of
43% in the VINCI case). The dotted curve shows the VINCI fit, scaled down by a
factor 1.33. The easiest way to explain this difference in apparent size is to challenge
the VINCI estimation of the contribution of non resolved structures to the total
flux, since we now know that a fraction of the flux in one UT Airy disk comes
from structures non resolved by the interferometer . The values in figure 3b are
indeed compatible with VINCI measurement where 47% instead of 43% of the flux
contribute to the unresolved structure. This would slightly change the major to
minor axis ratio but not the position angle of the structure.
Gaussian Fits of Eta Car continuum visibilities
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Fig. 3. AMBER observations of ηCarinae in the continuum. FWHM of the Gaussian fit as a
function of the position angle of the projected baseline. Left: from raw visibility (triangles) and
comparison with the Van Boekel et al. fit of VINCI data (dashed curve). Right: from visibility
corrected assuming that 31% of the flux comes from an interferometrically fully resolved com-
ponent (diamonds). The dashed curve shows the VINCI data fit scaled down by a factor 1.33
or assuming that in VINCI data the resolved component contributes to 47% in the total flux
instead of 43% in the original VINCI fit.
The analysis of this continuum data confirms the importance and the difficulty
of separating the contributions from different elements in the single mode field. A
full solution would be to have interferometric observations with some field or at
least to be able to have an efficient mosaicing strategy. Maybe the new infrared
image sensor IRIS can be used for that purpose. The spectral information will
help refining this task. We already know that the ”resolved component” discussed
here does not show sharp spectral features, unlike for example the Weigelt blobs
which have been shown to generate narrow band features when we are pointing
about 200 mas away from the brightest spot. A more detailed discussion of the
shape of the complex visibility through the line is quite premature and would make
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this paper even longer. A preliminary result is that the differential phase through
the spectral lines is basically flat but for local spikes corresponding to photocenter
displacements substantially smaller than the object size. This seems in contradiction
with an optically thick wind with a surface on which the different equal velocity
zones are clearly separated. In fact the data seem to show similar ovoid structures
in all spectral channels, the key change being the optical depth.
5 Conclusion
At an early stage in the reduction and interpretation of the first AMBER data on
bright massive hot stars, we have tried to illustrate our strategy for model fitting in
spite of an extremely limited u-v coverage. We want to use as much as possible the
pre existing information and to find new features where our measures as a function
of λ differ significantly from the best model fitted in continuum data. For γ2V el
we are able to show that the interferometric signal is dominated by the binary
system but that it is necessary to include an unresolved component with a spectra
almost flat over the K band. However we also detect smaller scale structures in the
system that are a good candidate for a signature of the wind-wind collision zone.
The modeling of this zone will also allow to constrain further the nature of the
spectral continuum component. For ηCar, the situation is made more complex by
the necessity to evaluate quite accurately the contribution of the larger scale struc-
ture to the flux collected by the fibers. The analysis of the AMBER data confirms
the VINCI observation of a structure elongated in the direction of Homonculus
nebulae, but it also shows that it is necessary to revise the VINCI evaluation of
larger scale structure contribution. The consequences are quite important since a
fairly limited variation (<5%) of the contribution can change the estimated size by
about 30%. Next, we will try to combine AMBER measurements with spectrally
resolved NACO+PF observations, to have a map as accurate as possible of the
different scales of structures and will further analyze the differential and closure
phases which are much less sensitive to large scale underlying structures
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